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2019 sees production record for ŠKODA AUTO 
at its Czech plants 
 

› More than 900,000 vehicles built in the Czech Republic in a single year for the first time, 

equating to an increase of 2.25 per cent compared to the previous year 

› Investments: ŠKODA AUTO has been consistently modernising its three Czech sites in line 

with Industry 4.0 

› 2025 Strategy: car manufacturer electrifies its model range and develops new services 

› Committed to its homeland: ŠKODA AUTO supports development in the regions surrounding 

its production sites 

 

Mladá Boleslav, 24 January 2020 – In 2019, ŠKODA AUTO constructed more than 

900,000 vehicles at its Czech plants in Mladá Boleslav and Kvasiny for the first time in its 

history. Having built a total of 910,000 vehicles, the Czech carmaker achieved a production 

increase of 2.25 per cent compared to the previous year (2018: 890,000). The ŠKODA OCTAVIA, 

the brand’s bestseller, single-handedly accounted for 260,000 of the units that rolled off the 

assembly line. In 2020, just in time for the manufacturer’s 125th anniversary, ŠKODA is entering 

into a new era: serial production of the first ŠKODA to be based on Volkswagen Group’s MEB 

modular electric car platform is set to begin at the Mladá Boleslav plant. By 2025, ŠKODA 

AUTO will have invested a total of two billion euros in the development of alternative drive 

technologies and new mobility services. 

 

In 2019, ŠKODA AUTO produced a total of around 590,000 vehicles at its main plant in Mladá 

Boleslav. A whopping 260,000 units of the OCTAVIA alone were made there; production of the 

bestseller’s fourth generation started at the end of October. In addition, models from the FABIA, 

SCALA, KAMIQ and KAROQ ranges rolled off the assembly lines at the company’s headquarters. On 

top of that, the Czech car manufacturer also built 570,000 engines and 570,000 MQ 200 and MQ 100 

gearboxes as well as 4,000 batteries and more than 2,312,000 axles in Mladá Boleslav. Up to 

168,000 bodies can be given their coat each year in the new paint shop, which opened in August 

2019, taking the overall painting capacity at the brand’s headquarters to 812,000 units per year. 

ŠKODA AUTO invested 219.6 million euros in the new building and created more than 650 new jobs. 

The facility is one of the most cutting-edge and eco-friendliest of its kind in Europe. 

 

Over the past few years, the Kvasiny plant has undergone the most extensive modernisation and 

expansion in its history spanning more than 85 years. ŠKODA currently produces the KODIAQ large 

SUV, the KAROQ compact SUV and its flagship – the SUPERB – at the site, including the SUPERB iV 

model variant featuring plug-in hybrid drive. The first electrified production model in the company’s 

history is built on the same line as the SUPERBs that are driven solely by a combustion engine. The 

carmaker invested a total of around 12 million euros in the necessary alterations to the manufacturing 

processes. Production of the SUPERB iV started in September 2019.  

 

Vrchlabí is ŠKODA’s third location in the Czech Republic. The plant opened in 1864 and celebrated its 

155th anniversary last year; it has been part of ŠKODA AUTO since 1946. Initially, the manufacturer 

produced cars at the site, but in 2012 – as part of a profound transformation – Vrchlabí was converted 

from a vehicle factory into a state-of-the-art component facility. The approximately 1,000 members of 
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staff based there built a total of around 556,000 DQ 200 automatic direct shift transmissions in 2019, 

which are used in ŠKODA models as well as in vehicles from other Volkswagen Group brands.  

 

ŠKODA is one of the largest employers in the Czech Republic 

ŠKODA is active in over 100 markets around the globe, with China being the car manufacturer’s 

largest single market. In its home country, the Czech Republic, ŠKODA AUTO is one of the largest 

employers and its products account for about 9 per cent of the nation’s total exports. The company has 

been investing in the development of infrastructure in the regions surrounding its production sites and 

supporting projects to sustainably improve the quality of life there for many years now. To this end, 

ŠKODA AUTO works closely with partners from politics, administration and civil society. For Mladá 

Boleslav, the manufacturer set up an endowment fund in 2018 and provided it with a starting capital of 

30 million euros. The money from the fund was used, for example, to provide the local hospital with 

new equipment and for the popular Rekola bike-sharing service. 

 

 

ŠKODA AUTO production in 2019 

Vehicles 910,000 

Engines 570,000 

Axles 2,312,000 

Bodies 168,000 

Batteries 4,000 

Gearboxes 1,126,000 

DQ 200 556,000 

MQ 200, MQ 100 570,000 

 

 

Further information: 

Tomáš Kotera 

Head of Corporate Communications 

tomas.kotera@skoda-auto.cz 

T +420 326 811 773 

Kamila Biddle 

Spokesperson for Production, HR and Environment 

kamila.biddle@skoda-auto.cz 

T +420 730 862 599 
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2019 sees production record for ŠKODA AUTO 

at its Czech plants 

Having built 910,000 vehicles, the carmaker has exceeded 

its previous year’s result by 2.25 per cent (2018: 

890,000 vehicles). 

 

 

Download                                Source: ŠKODA AUTO 

 

 
 

2019 sees production record for ŠKODA AUTO 

at its Czech plants 

ŠKODA AUTO has made extensive investments in its 

Czech locations. Today Mladá Boleslav, Kvasiny and 

Vrchlabí are among the most modern plants of their kind. 
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ŠKODA AUTO  
› is this year celebrating 125 years since the company was founded during the pioneering era of the automobile in 1895, 

making it one of the longest-established car manufacturers in the world. 
› currently offers its customers nine passenger-car series: the CITIGO, FABIA, RAPID, SCALA, OCTAVIA and SUPERB 

as well as the KAMIQ, KAROQ and KODIAQ. 
› delivered 1.24 million vehicles to customers around the world in 2019. 
› has been part of Volkswagen Group since 1991. Volkswagen Group is one of the most successful vehicle manufacturers 

in the world. In association with the Group, ŠKODA AUTO independently develops and manufactures vehicles, as well 
as components such as engines and transmissions. 

› operates at three locations in the Czech Republic; manufactures in China, Russia, Slovakia and India mainly through 
Group partnerships, as well as in Ukraine and Kazakhstan with local partners. 

› employs approximately 42,000 people globally and is active in more than 100 markets. 
› is pressing ahead with the transformation from a traditional car manufacturer into the ‘Simply Clever company for the 

best mobility solutions’ as part of the ŠKODA 2025 Strategy. 
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